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1.Define a knowledge Base: 
Knowledge base is the central component of knowledge base agent and it is described as a set of 
representations of facts about the world. 
 
2.Define a Sentence? 
Each individual representation of facts is called a sentence. The sentences are expressed in a language called as 
knowledge representation language. 
 
3. Define an inference procedure 
An inference procedure reports whether or not a sentence is entiled by knowledge base provided a knowledge 
base and a sentence .An inference procedure ‘i’ can be described by the sentences that it can derive. If i can 
derive  from knowledge base, we can write. KB --Alpha is derived from KB or i derives alpha from KB. 
 
4.What are the three levels in describing knowledge based agent? 
Logical level 
Implementation level 
Knowledge level or epistemological level 
 
5.Define Syntax? 
Syntax is the arrangement of words. Syntax of a knowledge describes the possible configurations that can 
constitute sentences. Syntax of the language describes how to make sentences. 
 
6.Define Semantics 
The semantics of the language defines the truth of each sentence with respect to each possible world. With this 
semantics, when a particular configuration exists with in an agent, the agent believes the corresponding 
sentence. 
 
7.Define Logic 
Logic is one which consist of 
i. A formal system for describing states of affairs, consisting of a) Syntax b)Semantics. 
ii. Proof Theory – a set of rules for deducing the entailment of a set sentences. 
 
8.What is entailment 
The relation between sentence is called entailment. 
The formal definition of entailment is this: if and only if in every model in which is true, is also true or if is 
true then must also be true. Informally the truth of is contained in the truth of  . 
 
9.What is truth Preserving 
An inference algorithm that derives only entailed sentences is called sound or truth preserving . 
 
10.Define a Proof 
A sequence of application of inference rules is called a proof. Finding proof is exactly finding solution to 
search problems. If the successor function is defined to generate all possible applications of inference rules 
then the search algorithms can be applied to find proofs. 
 
11.Define a Complete inference procedure 
An inference procedure is complete if it can derive all true conditions from a set of premises. 
 
12.Define Interpretation 
Interpretation specifies exactly which objects, relations and functions are reffered to by the constant predicate, 
and function symbols. 
 
13.Define Validity of a sentence 
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A sentence is valid or necessarily true if and only if it is true under all possible interpretation in all posssible 
world. 
 
14.Define Satistiability of a sentence 
A sentence is satisfiable if and only if there is some interpretation in some world for which it is true. 
 
15.Define true sentence 
A sentence is true under a particular interpretation if the state of affairs it represents is the case. 
 
16.What are the basic Components of propositonal logic? 
i. Logical Constants (True, False) 
 
17.Define Modus Ponen’s rule in Propositional logic? 
The standard patterns of inference that can be applied to derive chains of conclusions that lead to the desired 
goal is said to be Modus Ponen’s rule. 
 
18.Define AND –Elimination rule in propositional logic 
AND elimination rule states that from a given conjunction it is possible to inference any of the conjuncts. 
l1^l2------^ln/li 
 
19.Define AND-Introduction rule in propositional logic 
AND-Introduction rule states that from a list of sentences we can infer their conjunctions. 
� D^…….^D^�12nD / � nD2,……..D 1 ,D 
 
20.Define OR-Introduction rule in propositonal logic 
� �nD2v………vD1vD1 ____________________ D 
OR-Introduction rule states that from, a sentence, we can infer its disjunction with anything. 
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1. Define partial order planner (June 07) 
2. Define planning with state space search 
3. What is a planning graph 
4. What is planning and acting in real world 
5. Define forward state space search 
6. Define backward state space search 
7. Heuristics for state space search 
8. Describe the differences and similarities between problem solving and planning 
9. What is a planning graph 
10. What is sub goal independence assumption 
11. What is empty – delete – list heuristic 
12. What is least commitment strategy 
13. What is regression planning 
14. What is the main advantage of backward search 
15. What is progression planning 
16. What is closed world assumption 
17. What is least commitment 
18. What is Graph Plan algorithm 
19. What is Critical Path Method (CPM) 
20. What is a slack 
PART B (8 Mark) 
1. Explain Planning with state space search with an example 
2. Explain partial order planning with example 
3. Explain Graph Plan algorithm with the example 
4. What is STRIPS explain in detail with the example 
5. How we plan and act in non deterministic domains 
6. What is conditional planning 
7. How we schedule with resource constraints 
8. How we plan with propositional logic 
9. Explain partial order planning with unbound variables 
10. Give an example for partial order planning 
11. what is Backward state space search 
12. Explain Heuristics for state space search 
13. Explain Forward state space search 
14. For Air cargo transport explain STRIPS 
15. For Blocks World explain STRIPS 
16. Compare STRIPS and ADL language 
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